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QUESTION 1

-- Exhibit -- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 

Based on the SPF calculation in the exhibit, what is the shortest path to reach R3 from R1? 

A. R2-R3 

B. R2-R5-R4 

C. R3 

D. R2-R4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You must configure a multifield classifier on ge-1/0/0. This classifier must match only TCP traffic from port number 79,
set the loss priority to high, and classify the traffic as expedited- forwarding. The inbound traffic has no previous CoS
markings. 

Which configuration meets these requirements? 

A. [edit firewall] user@switch# show filter ef_classifier_mf term 1 { from { protocol tcp; destination-port 79; } then { loss-
priority high; forwarding-class expedited-forwarding; } [...] } 

B. [edit firewall] user@switch# show filter ef_classifier_mf term 1 { from { protocol tcp; source-port 79; } then { loss-
priority high; forwarding-class expedited-forwarding; } 
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[...] 

} 

C. [edit firewall] user@switch# show filter ef_classifier_mf term 1 { from { protocol tcp; destination-port 79; } then { loss-
priority low; forwarding-class expedited-forwarding; } [...] } 

D. [edit firewall] user@switch# show filter ef_classifier_mf term 1 { from { protocol tcp; source-port 79; dscp ef; } then {
loss-priority high; accept; } [...] } 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An emergency Class 3 IP phone is connected to an EX Series switch. You want to ensure that the IP phone does not
have any problems if PoE power demands on the switch are greater than the PoE power budget. What should you do to
accomplish this task? 

A. You must connect the IP phone into one of the ports from ge-0/0/0 to ge-0/0/7. 

B. Set the power class on the PoE interface to 3. 

C. Set the PoE priority to high. 

D. Enable the guard-band parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

During the BGP route-resolution process, the Junos OS must calculate the appropriate next-hop based on the BGP
protocol next-hop attribute. 

Which two routing tables are checked during this process in a default Junos configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. inet.0 

B. inet.1 

C. inet.2 

D. inet.3 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company asks you to configure multicast routing on a Junos device. They tell you that the router at IP address
192.168.1.4 is the root of the shared multicast delivery tree. 

Which command allows you to configure the Junos device as a non-RP router for PIM? 
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A. set protocols pim rp local family inet disable 

B. set protocols pim rp local address 192.168.1.4 

C. set protocols pim rp static address 192.168.1.4 

D. set protocols pim rp auto-rp announce 

Correct Answer: C 
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